
Module does not save and empty query
Posted by paul.bourassa@gmail.com - 2019/03/27 00:57
_____________________________________

Running Joomla 3.9.4 and latest version of Ari Data Tables (1.16.4), module does not save changes even if system
message says it was successfull and seems the query is not executed as the page throw a "0" sql empty query error (I
had to paste the sql query directly in the .

See https://natation-nsh.com/nage-o-don-2019.html

============================================================================

Re:Module does not save and empty query
Posted by admin - 2019/03/27 20:27
_____________________________________

Hello,

Could you provide a temporary access to your J! backend by email so we can investigate the problem.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Module does not save and empty query
Posted by jdiamond - 2019/05/28 18:35
_____________________________________

I am seeing the same issue, and have determined that it is caused by an interaction with Regular Labs' Advanced
Module Manager.

Specifically, the default module manager triggers the following when a module is edited or
deleted:onExtensionBeforeSave / onExtensionAfterSave / onExtensionBeforeDelete / onExtensionAfterDelete
AMM 7.11.0, on the other hand, triggers these:
onContentBeforeSave / onContentAfterSave / onContentBeforeDelete / onContentAfterDelete

Apparently, the problem cannot be fixed in AMM, because of a limitation in the Joomla core (see this bug report).

For the moment, I have solved the problem in ARI by hacking plugins/system/ariextensions/ariextensions.php as follows:
--- ariextensions.php.ORIG      2019-02-05 15:10:29.006982402 -0500
+++ ariextensions.php   2019-05-28 14:29:40.886223593 -0400
@@ -36,6 +36,15 @@
        var $_cacheEnabled = null;
 
        /**
+        * JMD
+        * A total hack; Regular Labs Advanced Module Manager calls onContentBeforeSave instead of
onExtensionBeforeSave.
+        */
+       function onContentBeforeSave($scope, $data, $isNew)
+       {
+               $this->onExtensionBeforeSave($scope, $data, $isNew);
+       }
+
+       /**
         * Allow to processing of extension data before it is saved.
         *
         * @param       object  The data representing the extension.


Perhaps this workaround can be added to the official code base.
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Re:Module does not save and empty query
Posted by admin - 2019/05/29 18:32
_____________________________________

Hello,

Thank you for sharing your investigation and for the solution. We will check the code and if it doesn't cause any problem,
we will include it to the next "ARI Data Tables" release.

Regards,
ARI Soft
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